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Abstract

An Arcbaeological Evaluation at Kirkby HonSe Farm, Kirkby Mallory,
Le!cestenbire.
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During January andFebruary /995 • an archaeological evaluation was undertaken at Kirkby House
Farm, Kirkby Mal/ory • Leicestershire in advance ofa housing development byJ.s. Bloor (Services)
Ltd. While little archaeolog;calfleldwork has been conducted in the vicinity ofthe development. the
Leicestenhire Sites andMonuments Recordshows that the area Is one ofhigh archaeological .
potential, located at the core ofthe medieval settlement ofKirkbyMallo"; • and the junction of
probable medieval or etHolier communication routes. The Roman road to Mancetter Is believed to
pass close to or through the southern edge ofthe development area (Leicestershlre s.M.R. site ref. 40
SE. BN. anfl40 SE. BL.) and manyprehistoric crop - marks have been recorded in the area. It was
therefore proposed that the archaeological potential ofthe area be evaluatedby trial trenching In
those areas where surviving Drehaeology ctnild be threatened by the development. Part ofth~ site "ad
already been strippedoftop-soilin order to lay a service road; this wouldbe handcleaned to
ascertain whether archaeological deposits were present. Trial trenching'would also enable the
assessment ofthe extent ofany existing archaeology. Features cut into the natural sub-soil were
identifled in all trenches; while In many cases these were modemfeatures or natural/y occurring
geological e"aties. substantial Romanfeatures were located In a limited area ofthe west ofthe site.
These consisted oflinear ditches and'possible structuralfeatures such as post-holes. and contained
Roman pottery within stratified contexts.

a.

Figure t Map 'sbowing site location.
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The following report presents the results ofan archaeological evaluation undertaken by the
archaeological unit ofLeicestershire Museums , Arts and~rds Service at Kirkby MallOI)' ,

Leicestershire •between 23rd JanDaI)' and 6th Febrwuy 1995. It was the intention ofthe evaluation to
assess the archaeological potential of the area centred on grid reference SK 458007 ,prior to the
development of the land for housing. The site lies on a small hilltop appearing as a raised area
bounded by roads to the south, east and north. While ridge and furrow Cultivation can be observed in .
the playing field to the west of the site ; all traces of possible medieval ploughing in the development
area have either been eradicated by subsequent ploughing or were simply'uDidentifiable due ·!6' the
mixed nature of the ploughsoil ; the area ofthe site sloping towards the road to the south aOd east

appeared to have a vCl)' thick Cover ofploughsoils and colluvial material. The natural geology ofthe
site consisted ofwell draining glacial sands and gra\'els on the crest ofthe hill (the majority of the
evaluation area) and heavy boulder clays towards the base of the slope.
Nine trenches were located across the site in order to assess both the archaeological potential of those
areas most likely to be affected by the development and the limit. ofarchaeological activity (Fig.2). A
further area (Trench 8- FigA» from which topsoil had been stripped prior to the evaluation was also
investigated..!t was decided that the study of these areas would provide an adequate evaluative
sample of the proposed development area. .
The immediate results neccessitated a second phase evaluation which was undertaken by the
stripping ofan area (trench ll-Fig.2) where potential archaeological deposits were threatened by the
~~~ ..
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Figure 2. Trench location plan.
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The information presented here represents a preliminary intCIpretation which may require some
revision following further analysis of records and finds. Possible subsequent archaeological excavation
and/or watching briefobservations may also necessitate revision. The archaeological work and
subsequent post excavation analysis has been generously funded by J.S. Bloor (Services) Ltd.
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Figure 3, Detailed plans of trenches 1and 2.

Archaeological Background

While little excaVation has taken plaCe in the region ofKirkby Mallory. Jbe area is thought to have
been13irIy densely occupied in the prehistoric,. Roman and medieval periods. Aerial photography in
the vicinity has revealed a number ofpreiustoric cropmarks • suCh as bronze'age ring ditches (Wood
View Farm) and Iron Age enclosure ditches and pit alignments (Folly Farm •Pecldeton, Pickering
and Hartley 1985 p.lO). '
The Roman road from Leicester to the Roman fort and town at Mancetter (Manduessedum); is
thought to pass through or near to the south of the development area, and has been observed nearby in
section (pecldeton) and in aerial photographs (McWhirr 1967 p.S). A number ofRoman settlements
have been identified in the region. such as Desford and Newbold Vernon. and considerable Roman

, industrial activity can be seen in the area by the kiln sites at Desford and Earl Shilton (Clarke 1962,
p.67) • possible outliers of the Roman pottery industry ofMancctter - Hartshill (Liddle 1982.,p.42).
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1 44 0.30 7
·2 83 0.40 6
3 46 0.35 2
4 43 0.50 2
5 55 0.55 3
6 34 0.90 1
7 54 0.70 1
8 605 0040 20---
9 35 0.60 0
10 55 0.43 3
11 348 0.35 0

45..--_.. _.-.....__.-

5. To determine the requirement for further archaeological examination. .

Table 1, Areas of evaluation

Nine trenches were sampled across the site by machine excavation, using a ICB 3C with a wide,
toothless ditching bucket (Fig.2). All trenches were hand cleaned over the two week periOd, with the
exception of trenches 7 and 9. Here the clean nature of the natural suggested immediately that
archaeological features were absent, and time constraints were such that it was decided that more
useful cleaning could be undertaken elsewhere. The area stripped of topsoil in advance of the
evaluation (trench 8 - FigA) was also hand cleaned.
Features revealed by hand cleaning were subsequently recorded in plan and a sample excavated in
order to establish their true ,character.The majority offeatures excavated were'haIf-sectioned,
avoiding extensive damage to deposits with potential relevance for future excavation. Half-sectioned
features were recorded in section. A Top - Con Electronic Distance MeasurerGTS • 3B was used to
plot trench outlines, planning points, important features and the boundary of the development area.
All survey data is stored on computer disc (with back-up) and survey plots lodged with the archive.-

4. To assess the local , regional and national importance of these deposits.

3. To define the state ofpreservation of these deposits.

Aims

2. To establish a date range for the archaeological deposits located.

"Methodology

The archaeological fieldwork was undertaken with the aims of:

,I. Establishing the nature and extent ofany ~haeologicaldeposits within the area affected by the
"proposed development '
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Results

.Trench 1- Figure 3 (27.30m X 1.60m - approximately 0.30m ofploughsoil removed.. Area - 44m2 )

The hand·deaning ofTrench 1 revealed a number offeatures with a concentration at the sOuthern end
. of the trench. Individual context descriptions are lodged with the site archive under the accession code
A3 1995. Due to time constraints and the need toestabUsh the archaeological character of these
deposits, only a sample of the most tangible features were excavated. These included :

Cut 35 - (Fig. 6.1)a steep sided linear feature, l.80m iD. width, O.40m in depth. and traced for
1.60mon an east-weSt alignment Apparently representing part ofa pit, though further excavation to
the east would be required in order to determine its extent The feature contained a series ofsandy silt
1ills , with'various lenses ofgravel. The uppermost fill contained three sherds ofRoman pottery and a
possible fragment "ofRoman brick or tile. A circular post hole (cut 51) ,O.30m in diameter and 0.56m
in depth could be seen cut into the southern edge of the ditch, though the relationship between the
features was uncertain. "
To the north of this a linear feature (cut 28-Fig 6.2) on a north - south alignment was identified The
e.~cavation ofa small section of this feature revealed it to be a ilitch, 0.70m wide and 0.25m in depth.
The ditch appeared to be a steep 'U' shape in profile and conld be traced for a total of 9m within the
trench: The fill consisted of an homogenous silty sand, and contained Roman pottery in its uppermost
fill. A small quantity ofpossible medieval pottery was also located within this fill. This ditch was cut
by the ditch or pit to the south (cut 35). "

"A small circular feature (cut 57 -Fig. 7.2) was eXcavated at the southern Umit of trench one. This "
proved to be a shallow circular post hole 0.33m in diameter and 0.12m in depth. A possible stake hole
was cut into the western edge, although this may have been caused by root activity. The fill, a well
leached sandy silt, contiined one sherd of indeterminate pottery, and a few traces ofcharcoal.
Two additioual post holes could be seen on the same "north ~"south alignment to ihe north ofcut 57.
All three post holes were equidistant "
A sub-<:ircular feature, cut 25, 1.S0m in diameter and 0.50m in depth conld be seen at the northern
end of trench 1. The fill consisted ofa dark silty sand containing a large number ofpost-medieval
pottery"fragments and building materials. . "

Trench 2 - Figure 3 ( 32m x 1.6001, with extension 16.50m x 1.60m. Approximately 0.40m of
, ploughsoil removed. Area - 83m' ). '

Trench 2 contained a number ofpotential features, but in consideration of time constraints only the
most positive feature was further examined by excavation. This was a linear feature (cut 37-Fig.6.3),
on an approximate north - south alignment, 0.55m in width, 0.17m in"depth, and traceable for a "
distance of 12m along the a~ of the trench. ExCavation of this feature showed it to contain an

"homogenous sandy silt fill, from which four sherds ofRoman and four sherds ofmedieval pottery
were recovered The profile of the ditch varied between a steep 'V' shape and a shallower, more
gradual 'U'. "
Three possible post holes were revealed by hand cleaning ofthe trench and were recorded in plan but
not excavated An additional irregular linear feature was located , though the nature of the fill
suggested that this was a modem deposit This feature appeared io cut a I3rger area ofsilty sand,
which due to its ephemeral nature may have represented some form ofnatural geological deposit

Trench 3 (25.95m x 1.60m . Appro~tely 0,35~ ofploughsoil removed. Area - 46m2
).

Hand cleaning of trench 3 revealed a large number ofdeposits, most ofwhich appeared to be natural
features. Two features ofseemingly greatest potential were excavated, cut 71, a shallow oval feature,
and cut 72, the remains ofa feature almost entirely truncated by modem disturbance immediately to
its sOuth. One sherd ofpost-medievat pottery was recovered from the Surfuce of the fill of cut 71,
though this may, have been present in the above ploughsoil. While it is possible that this feature
represents the base ofa badly truncated post hole, it may simply be due to the Compression of
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pioughsoil into tJie natural sub-soil. Similarly, a sherd ofRoman pottery was seen on the surface of
the fill ofcut 72. This may have been redeposited as a consequence of the truncation of the feature,
but there is insufficient evidence to verifY this.
During the first week ofthe evaluation heavy rain led to the flooding of the southern end of trench 3,
which remained waterlogged for the duration of the work. Archaeological potential of the area was
considered to be too low to warrant the use of mitigation strategies.

Trench 4 (25m x 1.60m; 0.50m ofploughsoil removed. Area - 43 m').

Two features were identified and excavated in trench 4. The first, cut 49 (Fig. 7.3) was found to be a
small sub-circular post hole, O.20m in diameter and O.23m in depth. The fill consisted ofan
homogenous sandy silt, and no finds were present.
A square pit, approximately 1m2 was also seen in this trench, and would appear to represent part of
the same group visible in trench 8.

Trench 5 (31m x 1.60m ; O.55m ofpioughsoil removed. Area - SSm' ).

Trench 5 was found to contain 3 possible features, though further investigation suggested that these
were the result of natural occurrences. Cut 43, a feature located towards the eastern end of the trench,
may have represented the termination ofa shallow ditch or portion of a pit, but its fill was more
reminiscent of soine form ofgeological feature. A large linear deposit (c.3m in width) containing a
silty fill also suggested a natural origin, and may represent an ancient water course or palaeochannel.

Trench 6 (19x 1.60m; O.90m ofploughsoil removed. Area - 34m').

The natural subsoil of trench 6 was covered by deep layers of topsoil and earlier ploughsoils. Due to
the depth ofthese deposits, care was taken during machine excavation in the event ofarchaeological
features being present in these layers. One large feature (cut 53) was observed in section, and could be
seen to be cut from a depth immediately below the modem topsoil. This featured proved to be a
section ofa large ditch, 3.5m in width and O.85m in depth. No finds were recovered from the fill,
though a large amount of root activity was evident. The size, and the depth from which the ditch is
cut, suggests that this may represent an old field boundary.

Trench 7 (31.5m x 1.60m; O.70m ofploughsoil removed. Area - 54 m').

One apparently post - medieval feature was identified, a shallow linear ditch containing a compact
black sandy fill. This ran parallel to and nearby the modem road line to its west, and may have been
part of an earlier road-side drainage ditch.

Trench 8 (40m x 15m; O.40m of ploughsoil removed. Area - 605m').

Trench 8 was a large area stripped of ploughsoil in advance of the evaluation, in preparation for the
construction ofa service road. This area was hand cleaned wherever possible in order to determine the
full character and extent ofpossible features obscured by machine trample and other modem deposits.
The most dominant features of this area were a series of regularly sized and spaced square pits, all
approximately O.90m and 5m apart. Eleven of these pits were identified, though more may have
existed in uncleaned areas. Two pits were excavated in order to retrieve dating evidence and establish
their true archaeological character, and both (cuts 14 and 18 ; Figs 8.1 and 8.2) were found to have
vertical sides and flat bases. The depths of the pits varied between O.22m (cut 14) and O.32m (cut 18).
One sherd of white salt-glazed pottery was recovered from within the silty leached fill of cut 18 and
charcoal flecks were present in both fills.. The square pit in trench 4 would appear to be associated
with the trench 8 pits and probably served the same function.
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Numerous small, circular features were also recorded, a sample ofwhich were excavated (cuts 12, 16
and 47). These appeared to occur in two distinct groups: the first consisting ofcuts 12, 20, 16 (Fig.
8.3) and 22 : and the second, cuts 84, 86 and 47 (Fig. 7.1). All excavated examples proved to be post
holes, some ofsubstantial depth, such as cut 16 ( O.4Sm in depth and 0.18m wide).
Situated to the north-east of the above group were three closely spaced (0.4Sm-o.70m apart) post
holes, cut numbers 47, 84 and 86 on a north-south alignment Cut 47 was excavated, revealing a
cin:uIar post hole O.SSm in diameter and 0.33m in depth, with steep sides and a flat base. The fill
consisted ofsilty sand with some clay and contained a large number ofbumt clay fragments with
possible wattle impressions.
A linear feature (cut 4S- Fig. 6.4) running east-west could be seen in the north of the area A section
of this was excavated revealing it to be a shallow ditch or gully with a ~U' shaped profile, 0.41m wide
and O.ISm in depth, traceable for a distance of 9.801. The fill consisted ofa wcllieached sandy silt,
and showed a large amount of rant activity. Fragments ofbrick seen in the surface of the feature could
be contempor.uy with the fill, though they may be present as a result ofplough disturbance.
An area ofdisturbed ploughsoil and redeposited natural clay was situated immediately to the north of
the ditch, and seemd to represent an area of 'hard standing' or made ground

Figure 4. Detailed plan of trench 8.
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Trench 9 (17.95m x 1.60m; O.60m ofploughsoil removed. Area - 35).

Trench 10 (36m x 1.60m; 0.43m· 1m ofploughsoil removed. Area - 55m2
).
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Figure 5. Detailed plan of trench 10
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Two features were identified and excavated in treoch 10. Cut 56 appeared to be a shallow pit with a
flat base and steep sides, contaioiog an homogenous silt and clay saud flecked with fragments of
charcoal. One fragment of iron slag was recovered from the fill.
A linear feature (cut 59) could also be observed runniog across the width of the trench on an east-west
alignment, possibly cut from iotmediately below the modem topsoil. Excavation showed this to be a
shallow ditch or gully approximately 0.25m in depth and 0.52m wide, with a 'U' shaped profile and a
silt fill with charcoal flecks. No artefactual material was recovered.
Other possible modem features were identified in trench 10 ; these were not excavated due to time
restrictions. One feature was observed during the machine excavation of the southern end of the
trench at a depth of approximately 1m • this flooded iotmediately and remained waterlogged for the
duration of the evaluation. Two recent animal burials were also observed in this trench.

Trench 9 was devoid ofany arcbaeologic:aI features contaioiog ooly apparently recent aoimal burials.
The top soil and earlier ploughsoils indicated inteose root activity.
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Conclusion

Features were located in all ten trenches, though upOn imlestigation many ofthese·transpiri:d to be
non-archaeological in DatUrc. The evaluation therefore succ:eeded in establishing the state of .
preSeivation ofarchaeological features and the definition ofan area ofgreatest potential. Trenches 1
and 2 contained features yielding both Roman and medieval pottel}' and perhaps indicate the area of
greatest archaeoiogical importance cOnsidering the proximity of the Roman road from Leicester to
Mancetter, and other evidence ofRoman scttIement and industzy in the area. The limitations inherent.
in evaluative excavations make any detailed interpretation difficult However it is possible to suggest
that features were found which indicate some form ofoccupation activity, such as boundazy/drainage •
ditches and post holes. Stratigraphic evidence clearly shows ihat the pit visible in trench l(cut 35) was
the earliest feature located, and is cut by a later phase linear ditch (cut 26). The stratigraphic
relationship between cut 35 and the post hole visible in its edge, cut 51, is unclear. Finds from the fill
of cUt 35 are exclusively Roman , representing two grey ware vessels, and a body sherd from a straight
sided carinated vessel suggests a 1st - early 2nd centuzy date for this featiue, though the sample is too
small to make this implicit The function of the pit remains unclear.
The linear ditch to the north of this feature and visible in trench 2 contained both Roman and
medieval pottel}' in its upper fills, and suggests that the Roman material may be residual, although
the possibility remains that medieval pOttel}' present in the surrounding plough soils has been
ploughed into the fill of the feature. The function of the ditch is uncertain though probably represents
some form ofboundaty ditch. .
Ifwe assume that they are associated, the three post holes visible in the southern end of trench I could
represent part ofaligninent ofpost holes respeCting the line of the boundazy ditch, indicating
continued use of the same boundazy, perhaps as a fence line. Pottel}' retrieved from the fill ofone of
the post holes (cut 57) was unidentifiable, leaving the post holes un-<lateable.
The absence ofother Roman or medieval features over th~ remaining area of the evaluation suggests
intense agricultural activity over a long period of time, and the subsequent destruction of .
archaeological deposits. Alternatively, this may indicate that both the Roman and medieval deposits
located represent the eastern-most limits ofsettlement oithis period, with more intensive activity to
the west of this area.
Little can be said.in terms of the nature ofsettlement due to the limited sample ofarchaeology from
the evaluation. Much of the Roman pottel}' recovered from features suggests a date range between the
late 1st - early 2nd centuries, one sherd ofwhite ware indicating local production and sharing
aflinities with examples from the Mancel\er-HartshiU industries (Marsden. P., pers. comm.).The
DatUrc ofibe evidence therefore is possibly·indicative ofan early Roman settlement coming into
existenee as a result of the proximity of the road, providing important trade links with the urban
centres ofLeicester and Mancetter, as well as smaller local agricultural communities. UnfOrtuDately
no evidence of the Mancetter - Leicester road was recoveied. Since trenching was carried out in the
fur south east of the development area it can be assumed !hat the road must have been located further
to the south. Studies have shown that only a minority ofRoman road-sidC settlements are located on
earlier Iron Age sites, .and this is supported by the absence ofany Iron Age material from the
evaluation (Smith 1987.,p.3). However, a number ofprobable~n Age sites have been noted in the
area from aerial photographs (pickering and Hartley 1985, p.30), and the Romano-British settlement

. ofKirkby MallOI}' was probably inhabited by people indigenous to the area. •
An extensive Romano-British farm settlement can be seen from aerial photographs approximately 2
miles to the east ofKirkby MallOI}' at Leicester Forest West, Peckleton (Pickering and Hartley
1985.,p.32), and another example ofsettlement alongside a Roman road can be seen next to the
Gartn:e road (Liddle 1982.,p.41). These sites, all 'Romanised farms integrated into the market
economy(Liddle 1982.,p.37), are possibly indicative of the type ofsettlement that could have been
present at Kirkby MallOI}' during the Roman period. . . .
The evidence for medieval occupation is equally tenuous. While a small sample ofmedieval pottel}'
was recovered, much was unstratified and only a small amount could be assigned to contexts. It can be
suggested, however, that the pottel}' recovered is indicative of medieval activity at the historic core of
the. village, probably in the form ofagricultural land-use. Medieval ridge and furrow cultivation is
still visible to the west of the site, while its absence within the area ofdevelopment and the unusual
depth ofplough soils suggests intensive agricultural activity up to the present day.
Most other features seen during the evaluation appear to be the result ofpost-medieval farmyard
activity, such as the erection of fences, the construction of drainage ditches·and the burial <if
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An area 348m2 was stripped of topsoil and cleaned by hoe and shovel. A number offeatures were
located, but on closer examination it became apparent that many of these were modem. A row of
circular post holes initially thought to represent surviving archaeological deposits was found to respect
a row of modem fence post holes, and this in conjunction with more careful cleaning suggested that
they were also relatively recent features. Other features revealed by cleaning were interpreted as
natural geological deposits.
Two additional features were found to contain the partial skeletons of recently buried animals.

Clarke, D. 1962 Archaeology in Leicestershire and Rutland, Transactions of the Leicestshire
Archaeological and Historical Society 37, 1961-62, p.67

Further evaluation work was undertaken between 15th-17th February, 1995 (Fig.2).The initial
evaluation had succeeded in establishing an area ofgreatest archaeological potential towards the
western limits of the development area. Since the construction ofa service road and the footings for
three houses placed possible archaeological deposits in this area immediately under threat, further
evaluative work was required. The nature and character of such deposits could therefore be more
accurately assessed.

Features revealed in this area would appear to be indicative ofmodem activity taking place behind
farmyard buildings. Due to the proximity of the exposed area to Roman features revealed in trenches 1
and 2 of the initial evaluation, similar levels ofactivity were expected. However, the absence of any
such features suggests that the area ofactivity reaches its limit immediately to the west of the stripped
area. Since archaeology does not extend into the development area it is not considered as threatened
by the proposed development

livestock.. The exact function of the square pits visible in trench 8 is still unclear, though it has been
suggested that these may represent pits excavated for the planting ofan orchard. The 1901 map of the
area shows orchard growth to the east of trench 8, reinforcing the possibility ofan orchard on the site.
The three closely' spaced post holes in trench 8 perhaps represent structural elements ofsome form of
farm building. Burnt clay apparently impressed with wattle was recovered from the fill of one of the
post holes.
It is clear therefore that while little can be verified in terms of the nature of settlement, the evaluation
can at least indicate continuation of land use over a considerable period of time, from the early stages
of the Roman period up until the present day.



Figure 6. Section drawings
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Figure 7. Section drawings
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Figure 8. Section drawings.
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